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INTRODUCTION 
A previous study dealt with the development of 
warrants for left-turn phasing (I). A recommendation 
of that study was that permissive left-turn phasing be 
used instead of exclusive left-turn phasing at some trial 
installations. In the past, exclusive left-turn phasing has 
been used as the standard. Exclusive left-turn phasing 
permits left turns only during the green-arrow phase. 
However, allowing left turns on the green ball, in 
addition to the green-arrow phase (permissive left-turn 
phasing), could make left-turn phasing feasible at more 
locations. Adding an exclusive left-turn phase to a signal 
cycle has the disadvantage of increasing intersection 
delay. Using permissive phasing would minimize delay. 
However, care must be taken to avoid creating an 
accident problem. 
· In this study, exclusive left-turn phasing was 
replaced with permissive left-turn phasing at four trial 
intersections. Intersection delay and accident studies 
were done before and after the trial installations. Also, 
a questionnaire was distributed to determine public 
opinion concerning the signals. Recommendations for 
the future use of permissive left-turn phasing were made. 
CURRENT PRACTICE 
There are several methods of signalizing left-turn 
movements. Left-turn phasing has been divided into 
three categories (2). One type is a leading, left-turn, 
green arrow in which the left turn is permitted during 
the display of the green arrow as well as during the 
common green-ball phase. During the green-arrow phase, 
the left-turn movement is unopposed. During the 
common green-ball phase, the left-turn movements must 
yield right of way to opposing traffic. In the second 
method, a left-turn arrow lags rather than precedes the 
green phase for the opposing traffic. Both of these 
categories involve a permissive left-turn phase. The third 
method is an exclusive left-turn phase. This phasing 
differs from the leading or lagging phasing (permissive) 
in that left turns are permitted only during the arrow 
phase. The exclusive left-turn phase can either lead or 
lag the green-ball phase. 
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
for Streets and Highways gives the meanings of standard 
signals, their applications, and accepted arrangement of 
lenses in the signal face (3). Some could be used for 
permissive left-turn phasing. The appropriate 
arrangements consist of either a five-section signal made 
up of a red ball, yellow ball, green ball, yellow arrow, 
and green arrow or a four-section arrangement without 
the yellow arrow. The typical arrangements of lenses 
in the manual are shown in Figure 1. 
Some work has been done to determine the best 
method of signalizing left-turn movements. In a 
controlled laboratory study, 19 signal indications were 
investigated for their effectiveness in conveying the 
intended message (4). Four indications proved superior 
and were tested further under field conditions. Based 
on the field data, a single indication was recommended. 
The reconunended arrangement corresponds to 11ffi11 in 
Figure 1. 
In another study, a different approach to 
signalizing left-turn movements was proposed (5). The 
purpose of the study was to determine what type of 
signal indication would tell left-turning traffic when a 
left-turn may be made as well as when a left-turning 
vehicle must yield to the opposing traffic. The 
recommendation then was a flashing amber light. 
More retrospectively, a 1963 report summarized a 
survey of methods then used to permit left turns at 
signalized intersections (6). It was stated that the most 
popular signal indication was a green arrow with a 
circular green during the lead or lag signal. Other 
methods used were a circular green, flashing circular 
green, and flashing amber. A clearance interval between 
the leading green interval and the opposing straight 
through movement was recommended; although, it was 
used very little at that time. The recommended clearance 
interval consisted of dropping the green arrow 
approximately two to three seconds before the 
exhibition of a circular green to the opposing traffic. 
The clearance interval for a lagging green would be the 
normal amber clearance interval used after a circular 
green. 
Figure I. Typical Arrangements of Lense in Signal Faces. 
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In a recent study involving left-turn signal warrants, 
the usage of protective/permissive left-turn phasing was 
investigated (7 ). There, 92 percent of the agencies 
queried indicated they had experience with permissive 
left-turn phasing. However, the extent of usage within 
various agencies varied substantially. Some used 
exclusive left-turn phasing in almost all cases while 
others used permissive phasing predominately. The 
effectiveness of permissive versus exclusive phasing was 
also rated. There was general agreement that permissive 
phasing was more efficient because it results in less 
delays. However, it can also lead to an increase in 
accidents compared to exclusive phasing. There was an 
overall preference of permissive phasing. Of 40 
respondents who stated a definite preference, 35 
preferred permissive phasing; only 5 preferred exclusive 
phasing. Several respondents indicated they use 
five-section signal heads for leading and four-section 
signal heads for lagging phasing. A typical phasing 
sequence for leading permissive left-turn phasing would 
be a green arrow followed by yellow arrow, green ball, 
yellow ball, and then red ball. For lagging situations, 
the sequence would be green ball followed by green ball 
plus green arrow, yellow ball, and red ball. Slightly over 
one half of the respondents indicated that they did not 
use any special signing for permissive phasing. Others 
mentioned a variety of signs. No single sign has gained 
widespread acceptance. The most frequently mentioned 
sign read as follows: 
LEFT TURN 
YIELD ON 
GREEN BALL 
PROCEDURE 
Decisions concerning site selection, signal phasing, 
arrangement of lenses, location of signal ·head, and 
location and type of signing were jointly made with the 
Division of Traffic. All installations were done by the 
Division of Traffic. 
SITE SELECTION 
Intersections which already had exclusive left-turn 
phasing were selected. These intersections were selected 
to enable a comparison between exclusive and permissive 
left-turn phasing. Sites were chosen so that both leading 
and lagging phasing could be compared. All of the sites 
were "T" intersections. This type of intersection was 
chosen to minimize hazards. Each had adequate sight 
distance and was essentially free of extraneous 
influences. 
INSTALLATIONS 
Arrangement "sn in Figure 1 was used for leading 
left-turn phasing and arrangement "g" was used for 
lagging phasing. The phasing sequence for leading, 
permissive left-turn phasing was a green arrow followed 
by yellow arrow, green ball, yellow ball, and red ball. 
An installation with leading left-turn phasing is shown 
in Figure 2. The sequence for lagging, permissive 
left-turn phasing was a green ball followed by a green 
arrow, yellow ball, and red ball. An installation with 
lagging left-turn phasing is shown in Figure 3. 
A regulatory sign was included to reduce motorist 
confusion. The sign used was the one most often used 
for this purpose (7 ). The legend on the sign read: 
LEFT TURN 
MUST 
YIELD ON 
GREEN BALL 
However, picture of a green ball was used instead of 
the words, GREEN BALL. Initially, one sign was 
installed at each installation. The sign was placed 
overhead and next to the signal. The dimensions of this 
sign are shown in Figure 4, and a photograph of the 
sign is shown in Figure 5. Later, another sign was 
installed at ground level at each site. A photograph of 
this sign is shown in Figure 6. 
An alternate method of signalizing a leading, 
permissive left-turn was investigated (Figure 7). In this 
arrangement, the left-turn lane does not have a separate 
signal head. The left-turn lane and the near, through 
lane share one signal head. 
A total of four trial signals were installed. A 
summary of pertinent information about the locations 
is given in Table I. The speed limit at one of the 
intersections was 55 mph (24.6 m/s) but was 45 mph 
(20.1 'rn/s) at the other locations. However, the sight 
distance at the higher speed location was very good, and 
the opposing volume was low. Photographs of the four 
locations are show� in APPENDIX A. 
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Figure 2. Installation with Leading, Perlllissive Left-Tum Phasing. 
4 
Fignre 3. Installation with Lagging, Permissive Left-Tnm Phasing. 
3
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Figure 4. Dimensions of Overhead Regulatory Sign. 
5 
Figure 5. Photograph of Overhead Regulatory Sign. 
6 
Figure 6. Photograph of Ground-Level Regulatory Sigu. 
Figure 7. Alternate Installation of Leading, Permissive Left-Tum Phasing. 
TABLE 1. PERMISSIVE. LEFT-TURN PHASING SITES 
85TH 
SPEED AVERAGE PER CENTILB 
TYPE IJF INSTA LLATibN LIMIT SPEED SPEE D 
LOCATION PHASING DATE I MPH I•:< I MPH I I MPH) 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- GAINESWAY DRIVE LEADING 7-ZS-77 . 45 42.2 46.0 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 - �EW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
I OUTER LOOP I LAGGING 1-2g�11 45 33.8 37.5 
TAT ES C REEK ROAD IKY 19741 
-.NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
tiNNtR LOOP I LAGGI NG 7-28-,77 45 31.1 't2.0 
HARRODSBURG ROAO IUS 681 
· - NEW CIRCLE ROAD I KY 41 LEADI'IG 8- 1-77 55. 46.1 50.4 
*1 MPH " Oo447 rvs 
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DATA COLLECTION 
Data were taken before and after installation of 
the signals. Two sets of 11before and after" data were 
taken in most cases. The data are as follows: 
(I) delays, 
(2) accidents, and 
(3) conflicts. 
Delay studies were done for all intersection 
approaches. A method of estimating stopped time was 
used (8}. Stopped-time was used because it was the 
easiest and most practical delay to measure (9 }. The 
procedure consisted of counting the number of vehicles 
stopped in each intersection approach at periodic 
intervals of 15 seconds. The volume on each approach 
was also counted. The total delay was the product of 
the total vehicles and the average time stopped. The 
delay per vehicle was obtained by dividing the total 
delay by the volume for that approach. The total volume 
was divided into the number of vehicles which stopped 
and those which did not stop. Traffic was observed 40 
minutes out of the hour and during II hours of the 
day (7 a.m. to 6 p.m.) The delay was calculated for 
each approach and then combined to determine total 
intersection delay, During the 11 after" period, 
left-turning vehicles during the permissive period were 
counted separately. Two days of "before11 and nafter" 
data were taken at all but one intersection, where one 
day of 11before" data was collected. 
Accident data for !-year periods before and after 
installation of the signals were analyzed in detail. After 
the signals were installed, a periodic investigation was 
made to determine the number of left-turn accidents, 
An additional 6 months of accident data became 
available and were included in some analyses to further 
illustrate the changes which had occurred. 
A procedure for determining conflicts arising from 
left turns had been developed previously (I}. The basic 
left-turn conflict occurred when the turning vehicle 
crossed in front of or blocked the lane of an opposing 
through vehicle. This conflict was counted when the 
through vehicle braked or weaved to evade the 
encroacher. This was the most common type of left-turn 
conflict. A second type of conflict is a continuation of 
the first type. If a second through vehicle following the 
first one also had to brake, this conflict was counted 
too, There were very few of these conflicts. A third 
conflict consisted of turning left on "red tl. This conflict 
was counted when the vehicle entered the intersection 
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after the signal turned red, Vehicles which entered 
legally and completed their movement after the signal 
changed were not counted. As a general rule, a 
maximum of two vehicles could enter the intersection 
legally and complete their turns after the signal changed, 
A rear·end conflict in the left-turn lane was also 
considered. This occurred when a driver anticipated that 
the driver in front of him was going to turn left but 
did not. Finally, weaves resulting from left-turning 
vehicles overflowing the storage lane and blocking the 
through lanes were considered. Another weaving conflict 
results if the following vehicle veers into the path of 
another through vehicle causing that vehicle to brake. 
To obtain the general reaction of motorists to the 
new signals, a questionnaire was mailed to residents in 
the immediate area of some of the trial installations. 
RESULTS 
DELAY STUDY 
A summary of the delay studies before and after 
injtallation of permissive left-turn phasing is given in 
Table 2. The results for each intersection are given in 
APPENDIX B. A 50-percent average reduction in 
left-turn delay was obtained for all ho11rs studied. The 
reduction was higher during non-peak hours (61 percent) 
than peak hours (38 percent). There were two time 
periods (three hours) designated as peak hours. They 
were the morning rush hour from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. and 
the evening rush hours from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Left-turn 
delay was reduced substantially at all the locations. 
Total delay at intersections was also reduced (24 
percent). The reductions in delay were to left-turning 
and opposing through traffic. Allowing left turns on the 
green ball should reduce the time necessary for the 
left-turn phase. Theoretically, this should reduce delays 
to all the other intersection approaches. However, at 
some of the intersections, the delay to the side·street 
traffic increased after installation of the signals because 
of problems with the signal system. As shown in Table 
2, the reduction in delay to the left-turning traffic and 
the traffic opposing the left turn reduced total delay 
at the intersectione A major deterrent to left-turn 
phasing has been increases in total delay. Permi$sive 
left-turn phasing minimizes the delay resulting from 
exclusive left-turn phasing. 
T A B L E  2. SUMM A R Y  OF D E L A Y  S T U D I ES BE FO RE 
AND AF T E R  INST A LL A T I ON O F  
PERM I SS I V E  L E F T-TURN PHASING 
I A L L  LOC A T I ONS I 
LEFT-TURN DELAY 
ALL HOURS 
PEAK HOURS 
NON-PEAK HOURS 
TOTAL INTERSE C­
TIO N D EL A Y  
ALL HOURS 
PEAK HOURS 
NON-PEAK HOURS 
OPPOSING- VOLUME 
DELAY 
A LL HOURS 
PEAK HOURS 
NON-PEAK HOU RS 
·siDESTREET AND 
OTHE R VOLUME 
DELAY 
ALL HOURS 
P E A K -HOURS 
NON-PEA K HOURS 
A VERAG E DELAY 
ISE CONOS PE R 
VEH I CLE! 
PERCENT 
B EFO RE AFTER REDUCTION 
26 .l 
32.6 
22.6 
14ol 
18.9 
11.2 
16.3 
20.6 
14.3 
8.o 
11.7 
5.7 
13 o 1  
20.3 
8.8 
10.7 
1 4.9 
8.5 
14.6 
18.6 
12.7 
9.0 
15.1 
5.2 
50 
38 
61 
24 
21 
24 
10 
10 
11 
-13 
-29 
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The percentage of left-turning vehicles which made 
their turn on the green ball was determined during the 
"after" period (Table 3). Overall, 37 percent turned 
during the green-ball phase rather than the green-arrow 
phase. This illustrates the additional volume of left turns 
possible with permissive left-turn phasing. 
As previously stated, the reduction in left-turn 
delay was less during peak hours. As the opposing 
volume increased, the number of left turns which could 
be made on the green-ball phase decreased. This 
relationship is shown in Table 4. The results show that, 
when the opposing volume on a four-lane street exceeds 
I ,000 vehicles per hour, the percentage of left turns 
made on the green ball decreased significantly. These 
results agree with field observations from a previous 
study in which warrants for left-turn phasing were 
developed ( 1 ). Observations showed that, under average 
conditions for opposing volumes of about 500 vehicles 
per hour on a two-lane highway and I ,000 vehicles per 
hour on a four-lane highway, most left turns must be 
made during the amber period. Relating this to 
permissive phasing, for opposing volumes above those 
listed, most left turns would be made during the 
green-arrow phase. Therefore, during heavy 
opposingavolume conditions, permissive phasing operates 
basically the same as exclusive phasing, 
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TABLE 3. PERCENT OF LEF T-TURNING VEH I CLES US ING 
GREEN BALL 
LOCATI O N  
PERCENT 
TURNP.JG 
01\J GREEN 
BALL 
VOLU�E DURING D A T A  
C OLLECTION PER I OD* 
LEFT TURNS OPPOSING 
TATES C REEK ROAD (KY 19741 
- GAINE S W AY DRIVE 
TATES CREEK ROAD lKY 19741 
- NEW C I RCLE ROAD lKY 41 
! O UTER LOOP! 
TATES CREEK ROAD lKY 19741 
- NEW C I RCLE ROAD IKY 41 
I INNER LOOP ) 
HAR RODSBURG ROAD IUS 68) 
- NEW CI RCLE ROAD IKY 4) 
ALL LOC A T IONS 
37 
47 
31 
36 
37 
7.729 
10,789 
3,008 9,953 
5,034 s. 544 
14' 998 34t015 
OEQUAL TI�E PERIODS AT ALL L O C ATIONS 
TABLE 4. RELAT I ON S H I P  BETWEEN 
LEFT TURNS ON GREEN 
BALL AND OPP O S I NG 
VOLUME I F O UR-LANE 
H I GH W A Y )  
OPPO S I NG 
VOLUME 
I VEHICLES 
PER HOURI 
LES S THAN 500 
500 - 1,000 
OVER 1,000 
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
PERC ENT TURN I N G  
O N  GREEN BALL 
42 
39 
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The total number of accidents increased from 44 
in the !-year period before installation of the new signals 
to 78 in the 1-yeat "after" period (Table 5). This 
increase can be traced to and directly related to the 
new signals. Excluding those accidents, there were 43 
accidents in the "after" period compared to 44 in the 
"before" period. The data indicate that the only change 
10 
was the increase in left-turn accidents. Other types, such 
as rear-end accidents, did not change. Those accidents 
related to the permissive left-turn phasing were caused 
by a driver turning left into the path of an opposing 
vehicle. The accidents were caused by either an error 
in judging the gap in the opposing traffic or a 
misunderstanding of this type of signalization. In most 
cases, the accident report did not indicate which of 
those two possibilities caused the accident. However, in 
several instances, the report stated that the driver of 
the left-turning vehicle said he thought he had the 
right-of-way (the signal was green for both directions). 
This indicates a lack of understanding. In a few cases, 
the driver of the left-turning vehicle saicl he turned with 
a left-turn arrow and the opposing vehicle ran the light; 
but the other driver contended he had a green light. 
The monthly distribution of accidents related to 
the permissive left-turn phasing at each location is given 
in Table 6. The initial confusion is evident from the 
large number of accidents which occurred the first few 
months after installation. In the first 6 months, 24 
accidents ( 69 percent of the total) occurred. This 
illustrates that better advance publicity might have been 
helpful. The number of left-turn accidents decreased to 
II in the second and third 6-month periods after 
installation, 
T A B L E  6. 
T A B L E 5. AC C I DENT SUMMARY 
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS 
ONE YtAR AFTER 
ONE YEAR 
LOCATION BEFORE TOTAL RELATED�' 
TATES CREEK ROAD tKY 19741 
- GAINESWAY DRIVE 14 17 7 
TATES CREEK ROAD t5Y 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD tKY 41. 
I OUTER LOOP I 19** 35''* 1 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD tKY 41 
!INNER LOOP! 4 
HARRODSBURG ROAD tus 681 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 11 26 I 7 
TOTAL 44 78 35 
*RELATED TO THE PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING 
**ACCIDENT REPORTS DO NOT INDICATE WHICH INTERSECTION 
WAS INVOLVED; BOTH INNER AND OUTER l�TERSECTIDNS 
WERE GROUPED 
OTHER 
10 
24** 
q 
43 
D I STR I B UT ION OF RE L A T E D  A C C I DENTS BY MONT H 
AFT E R  INST A LL ATION O F  P E RMI SS I V E  L E FT-TURN P H AS I NG 
lOCATION 
TATES CREEK TATES CREEK 
MONTH AFTER TATES CREEK - NEW CIRCLE - NE W CI RCLE HARRODSBURG ROAD All 
INSTAllATION - GAINESWAY !OUTER LOOP! I INNER LOOP! - NEW CI RCLE LOCATIO N S  
1 3 0 2 1 6 
2 l 0 0 2 3 
3 0 3 0 4 7 
4 1 2 0 l 4 
5 0 0 0 4 4 
6 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 1 1 2 
9 0 l 0 2 3 
10 1 1 0 0 2 
11 1 0 0 2 3 
12 0 0 1 0 l 
13 0 1 0 0 1 
14 l 0 0 1 2 
15 l 0 0 2 3 
16 0 1 0 1 2 
17 0 0 2 0 2 
18 1 0 0 0 l 
u 
The data in Tables 5 and 6 show that by far the 
worst accident problem existed at the Harrodsburg 
Road-New Circle Road intersection. This location 
experienced over twice as many accidents as any other 
intersection. Also, the only two accidents which resulted 
in any type of severe injuries occurred at this 
intersection. The speed limit at this intersection is 55 
mph (24.6 m/s); it was 45 mph (20.1 m/s) at the other 
locations. The speed data in Table I show that the 
operating speeds at this intersection were higher than 
they were at the other intersections. The sight distance 
at this intersection is very good. The higher speed 
increased the chance of an accident when a driver erred 
because of the shorter reaction time required to avoid 
a collision. These data indicate that care should be 
exercised before installing permissive left-turn phasing 
at locations where the speed limit is above 45 mph (20.1 
m/s) Another factor contributing to the high number 
of accidents at the Harrodsburg Road location was the 
number of non-local drivers involved in the accidents 
(Table 7). This location was near a shopping center 
which attracts people from the surrounding area. 
Therefore, many drivers unfamiliar with the signal 
passed through the intersection. 
The severity of the accidents related to the 
permissive left-turn phasing is shown in Table 8. The 
overall severity was not high. The highest severity wa• 
at the Harrodsburg Road-New Circle Road location 
where there were two accidents which resulted in severe 
(incapacitating) injuries. The higher severity at this 
location was probably the result of higher speeds. 
TABLE 7. RES IDENCE OF DRI VER AT FAUL T 
12 
LOCATION 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- GAINESWAY DRivE 
TATES CREEK ROAD I KY 19741 
- NEW CI RC LE R OA D  !KY 41 
! OUTER .LOOP I 
.TATES CREEK ROAD !KY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD (KY 41 
! INNER .LOOP I 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS 681 
- NEW CIRCLE R O AD !KY 41 
NUMBER OF DRIVERS 
RESI DENC E OF DRIVER 
L O C A L  
(LEXINGTON I 
4 
7 
4 
7 
KENTUCKY 
!OTHER CITYI 
0 
Q 
10 
*ONE DRIVER WAS FROM OUT OF STATE 
TABLE 8. SEVERITY OF ACCIDENTS RELATED TO 
PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING 
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS 
INJURY!> 
SEVERITY 
LOCATION PD0° A B c FATAL INDEX0 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- GAINESWAY DRIVE 5 0 1 1 0 lo 71 
TATES C REEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD ( KY 4 I 
!OUTER LOOP I 6 0 1 0 0 1· 36 
TATES CREEK ROAD•IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD ( KY 41 
I INNER LOOP! 2 0 1 1 0 2. 25 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS 681 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 8 2 4 3 0 3.03 
ALL LOCATIONS 21 2 7 5 0 z. 34 
0PROPERTY-DAMAGED-ONLY ACCIDENTS 
�TYPE OF INJURY CLASSIFIED BY MOST SEVERE INJURY: 
TYPE A - INCAPACITATING 
TYPE B - NON-INCAPACITATING 
TYPE C - POSSIBLE INJURY 
cst:VERITY INDEX = (9.51FATAL + AI + 3.516 + C I + POOl/TOTAL 
NUMBER OF ACCIDE�TS 
Compared to statewide averages, a larger percentage 
of the accidents occurred at night (Table 9). Results 
from the questionnaire showed that many drivers 
wanted better nighttime signing than was provided by 
tbe overhead sign originally installed. An additional 
ground.mounted sign was installed later at each site. 
However, in an approximately 4-montb period since the 
new signs were installed, seven accidents have occurrede 
Three of the accidents have been at the Harrodsburg 
Road location. Of the seven accidents, four (57 percent) 
were at night. 
The distribution of tbe related accidents by time 
of day is given in Table 10. The largest number oocurred 
between 9 p.m.' and midnight and, therefore, appeared 
to be related to darkness. Also a large number of 
accidents occurred between noon and 3 p.m. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Questionnaires were mailed to 400 families in the 
immediate areas of some of the trial instaHations. Two 
questionnaires were included so more than one driver 
could respond. A copy of the questionnaire and cover 
letter is in APPENDIX C. Also, a photograph showing 
one of the installations was included. The survey was 
made 6 months after installation. A response was 
received from 285 families (7 1 percent). Since more 
than one questionnaire was completed in many 
instances, a total of 420 questionnaires were returned. 
1 3  
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TABLE 9. RE LA TED ACCIDENTS OCCU RRI NG AT NIGHT 
NUMBER PERCENJ 
LOCATION AT NIGHT OF TOTAL 
TATES CREEK ROAD I K Y  19741 
- GAINESWAY DRIVE 4 57 
TATES CREEK ROAD I K Y  19741 - NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 4) 
I OUTER LOOP I 4 n 
TATES CREEK ROAD I K Y  19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD I KY 4 l 1 25 
I INNER LOOP I 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS 681 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD I KY 4 l 4 24 
ALL LOCATIONS 13 37<< 
(<COMPARED TO AN AcVERAGE OF 20 TO 25 PERCENT 
FOR ALL ACCIDENTS 
TABLE 10. TIME DISTRIBUTION OF 
ACCIDENTS RELATED TO 
PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN 
PHASU�G 
NUMBER OF PERCENT 
TIME PERIOD ACCIDENTS OF TOTAL 
MIDNIGHT - 3 AM 2 6 
3 AM - 6 AM l 3 
6 AM - 9 AM 3 9 
9 AM - NOON 4 ll 
NOON - 3 PM 8 23 
3 PM - 6 PM 5 14 
6 PM - 9 PM 3 9 
9 PM - MIDNIGHT 9 26 
A summary of the responses is given in Table 1 1. 
Virtually 100 percent of the respondents indicated they 
understood the meaning of the signal indications. 
Seventy-one percent said they understood the signal 
indications the first time through the intersections. 
There was no advance publicity about the signals, but 
there were newspaper articles later. Forty-seven percent 
saw the newspaper articles. Eighty-eight percent of those 
said the articles provided useful information. Almost all 
of the respondents (98 percent) thought the signals had 
been effective in reducing intersection delay, particularly 
left-turn delay. Only about one-fourth (24 percent) 
thought the signal had created a hazard, and 34 percent 
of those indicated they had been involved in a near-miss 
accident involving the left turn. Almost everyone (98 
percent) believed the sign placed next to the signal was 
necessary (the sign states that a left-turning vehicle must 
yield on a green ball). Only 17 percent of the 
respondents indicated they had been exposed to this 
type of left-tum signal in other parts of the country. 
Each respondent was asked to give his overall 
opinion of this type of left-turn signal. Over 90 percent 
indicated they were in favor of this type of signal; only 
three percent said they were against the signal. 
The respondents were also asked to estimate the 
number of times a week they made a left-turn through 
the subject intersections. The average was 14 per week. 
This showed that they were very familar with the signals. 
TABLE 1 1. SUMMARY OF QUESTIONAIRE RESPONSES 
PERCENT GIVING ANSWER 
QUESTION 
UNDERSTAND MEANING OF 
SIGNAL INDICA TIONS 
UNDERSTAND MEANING 
FIRST TIME THROUGH 
SEEN PUBL ICIT Y A BOUT 
SIGNAL S  IN NEWSPAPERS 
NEWSPAPER A RTICLES PRO­
VIDED USEFUL INFORMA­
l ION�' 
SIGNALS REDUCED DELAY 
SIGNALS CREATED HAZARD 
INVOLVED IN NEAR-MISS 
LEFT-TURN ACCIDENT** 
SIGN NECESSARY 
PREVIOUSL Y EXPOSED TO 
TYPE OF SIGNAL 
YES 
100 
7l 
47 
88 
98 
24 
34 
98 
17 
NO 
0 
29 
53 
12 
2 
76 
66 
2 
83 
IN FAVOR NEUTRAL OPPOSED 
OVERALL OPINION 93 4 
oFOR RESPONDENTS WHO HAD SEE N  PUBLICITY 
OOFDR RESPONDENTS WHO SA I D  SIGNALS CREATED 
A HAZARD 
3 
15 
The drivers were encouraged to submit comments 
or suggestions about the signals. Sixty· two percent made 
some comment. Most comments were generally 
favorable and stated that the new signals had helped 
traffic flow. Some people mentioned that more signals 
of this type should be used (specific locations were given 
in a few cases). There were also several suggestions for 
improvements. Specifically, several people thought that 
there should be more publicity about the new signals; 
several complained that they could not see the sign at 
night and that the sign should be larger. The additional 
signing was installed as a result of this feedback. There 
were also suggestions concerning alternate signal displays 
as well as other legends for the sign. Several people 
suggested a flashing yellow and some suggested a flashing 
green as the indication to be used when the left· turning 
traffic must yield to the oncoming traffic. The suggested 
sign legends tended to be lengthier explanations of the 
signal. A few respondents stated that a sign should be 
placed in advance of the signal or at ground level at 
the signal. A few people suggested that the word "Yield" 
be placed on the face of the green ball. The few 
respondents who made unfavorable comments were 
concerned about safety at the intersections. 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
The economic benefit obtained from permissive 
phasing is the time savings resulting from the decrease 
in delay. The cost associated with the phasing is the 
cost of accidents in the layear 11after11 period related 
to the permissive left-turn phasing. 
Summaries of the benefits from reductions in delay 
obtained from permissive phasing are given in Tables 12 
and 13. In Table 12, the reduction in delay to 
left-turning and opposing through vehicles is considered 
while only left-turn delay is considered in Table I3. 
Vehicle-hours of delay per day was determined using 
the delay reduction per vehicle and the traffic volume. 
Volume counts were factored to obtain daily volumes. 
Likewise, the yearly reduction was found. The savings 
were based on $5.54 per vehicle· hour. This cost was 
derived from 1970 figures for delay of $3.50 per 
vehicle-hour for passenger cars and $4.47 per 
vehicle-hour for commercial vehicles (10). Using the 
Consumer Price Index to convert to 1978 dollars and 
assuming five percent of the total volume to be 
commercial vehicles. a delay cost of $5.54 per 
vehicle·hour was derived. 
TABLE 12. BENEFITS ATTRIBUTED TO A 
REDUCTION IN DELAY 
LOCATION 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 1974) 
- GAINESWAY DRIVE 
TATES C REEK ROAD (KY 19741 
� NEW CIRC\E ROAD IKV 41 
!OUTER LOOP) 
TATeS CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD lKY 41 
!INNER LOOP) 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS 68 l 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKV 41 
DAILY R EDUCTION 
IN DELAY 
!VEHICLE-HOURI* 
32.6 
25 o3 
8.8** 
26·4 
YEARLY REDUCTION 
IN DELAY 
I VEHICLE-HOUR) 
ll' 899 
9t234 
3.212 
9, 636 
YEARLY 
SAVINGS 
lDOLLARS1 
65,920 
51.157 
17,794 
53.384 
*SUM OF REDUCTIONS IN DELAY OF LEFT-TURING AND OPPOSING THROUGH 
VEHICLES EXCEPT AS NOTED 
**REDUCJ!ON IN DELAY OF LEFT-TURNING VEHICLES ONLY 
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TA B L E  13 . B E �I F I TS ATTRIBUT E D  TO 
L E FT-TU R N I NG V E H I CL E S  ONLY 
DAILY REDUCTI O"J YEARLY REDUCTION YEAR LY 
IN DE.LAY IN DELAY SAVINGS 
LOCATION ( VECH!CLE-HDUR l l VeHICLE-HOURI !DOLLARS 
TAtES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- GAINESWAY D RIII>E 19.6 7,154 39,6 33 
TATES CREEK ROAD I KY 19741 
� NEW CIRCLE ROAD I KY 41 
(OUTER LOOP I a.o z, 920 l6tl 77 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
.,. NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
1. INNER LOOP I 8.8 3 ,212 17' 794 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS 681 
�· NEW .CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 17 .o 6t205 34.3 76 
Savings varied from a high of $65,920 to a low 
of $ 17,794; the low was at the location where there 
was no reduction in delay to the opposing through 
vehicles (Table 12). Considering a 10-year life for the 
signal installation yields savings in excess of $500,000 
for three of the four locations. When only savings to 
left-turning vehicles were considered, the inaximum 
yearly savings was $39,633 (Table 13). 
The cost of the accidents related to the permissive 
!eft-turn phasing is given in Table 14. The costs are for 
a !-year period after installation. The following National 
Safety Council accident costs used were: 
Fatality $125,000 
A-type injury 10,500 
B·type injury 3,000 
C-type injury 700 
Property-damage-only 
accident (PDO) 670 
The total accident cost varied from $55,760 at 
Harrodsburg-New Circle Road to $5,040 at Tates 
Creek-New Circle Road (I.nner Loop). There were two 
A-type injuries at the Harrodsburg Road location which 
contributed to the high cost there. 
A comparison of the benefits and costs of 
permissive left-turn phasing for a !-year period after 
installation is given in Table ]5. The benefit-cost ratio 
was greater than one for three locations; a benefit-cost 
ratio of 0.96 resulted from high costs attributable to 
accidents at the Harrodsburg Road location. The next 
lowest benefit-cost ratio was 3.53 at the Tates 
Creek-New Circle Road (Inner Loop) location. There, 
no reduction in delay was found for the opposing 
through vehicles. The benefit-cost ratios for the other 
locations were very high. 
The benefit-cost ratio should increase with time. 
This would be the result of a decrease in the accident 
cost because the number of accidents should decrease 
as more drivers become accustomed to this type of 
signal. Considering 18 months of "after" data at the 
Harrodsburg Road location, the benefit-cost ratio 
increased from 0.96 to 1.25. This resulted because the 
cost of accidents in the third 6 months of the "after" 
period decreased to $8,070. Also, the benefits due to 
reduced delay may increase as more drivers learn to take 
advantage of the opportunity to turn left on the green 
ball. 
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TABLE 14• COSTS OF ACCIDE.NTS RELATED TO 
PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING 
COST OF RELATFn 
ACCIDENTS 
LOCATION I DQLLARSI* 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- GA1NESWAY DRIVE 7,050 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD (KY 41 
!OUTER LOO PJ 7,020 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19141 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
!INNER LOOPI 5t040 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS 681 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 55,760 
*I2 MONTHS OF ACCIDENT DATA; BASED ON 
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL COSTS OF 
VA�IOUS CATEGORIES OF INJURIES AND 
DAMAGE 
TABLE 15. C OM P A R I SON O F  BENE F I T S  AND COSTS 
OF P E R MISS I V E  L E F T -T U R N  P H ASIN G* 
D ELAY ACC ID ENT 
B E N EFITS�'* C OSTS 
LOCA TliJN I D OLLARS I I DOLLARS l 
TAT ES C RE E K  R OAD I K Y 19741 
- GAIN E SWAY DRIVE 65,920 7 ,o 50 
TATES CR E EK R OAD IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
< OUTER LOOP l 51.157 7 t 0 20 
TATES CR E EK ROAD IKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD (KY 41 
(INNER LOOP l 17.794 5t040 
HARRODSBURG ROAD IUS b8l 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD I KY 4) 53.384 55,7 bO 
�12 MONTHS OF DELAY B E NE F I TS AND AC C ID ENT C OSTS 
**BASE D  ON REDUCTION IN DELAY TO LEFT-TURNING 
V E HICLES AND OPPOSING THROUGH V E HIC L E S  
BENEFIT� 
COST 
RATIO 
9.35 
7.29 
3.53 
0.96 
CONFLICT ANALYSIS 
Before the permissive signals were installed, the 
only conflict type related to the left-tum movement was 
the weave conflict. This resulted when vehicles backed 
out of the left-turn storage lane into the through lane. 
The permissive phasing reduced the !raffle backup; but 
during periods of heavy flow, the left-turn !raffle still 
backed into the through lane and caused weave conflicts. 
The increase in accidents in the 11 after" period was 
the result of a number of left-turn accidents. These 
accidents involved vehiCles turning left into the path of 
an opposing vehicle. This type of accident is related to 
the basic left-turn conflict; therefore, the analysis 
concerned this type of conflict. This conflict occurred 
when a left-turning vehicle crossed directly in front of 
or blocked the lane of an opposing through vehicle. This 
conflict did not occur with exclusive left-turn phasing. 
However, several conflicts of this type occurred after 
the permissive phasing was installed. 
In the past, ten or more left-turn conflicts in a 
!-hour period constituted a problem with left-turn 
accidents (1). One-hour observations of conflicts have 
been conducted periodically in the year after installation 
of the permissive phasing. A summary of the traffic 
conflict data is given in Table 16. The data taken in 
the !-year period after installation of the permissive 
phasing were divided into data taken before and after 
addition of the ground-mounted warning sign. The data 
taken the first months after installation (before 
additional signing) showed that the Harrodsburg 
Road-New Circle Road location had many more 
conflicts than the other locations. This agreed with the 
accident data. There was a maximum of nine conflicts 
in I hour, which was close to the critical number of 
I 0. The conflict rate for the Harrodsburg Road location 
was more than twice that for the other locations. 
Comparing the accident data for this time period (first 
8 months after installation) showed that there was a 
very good relationship between conflicts and accidents. 
The time period beginning with the installation of 
the additional ground-mounted signing (Table 16) 
showed a large reduction in conflicts at the Harrodsburg 
Road location while the other locations remained about 
the same. The reduction at the Harrodsburg Road-New 
Circle Road location was probably due to a combination 
of drivers becoming familiar with the signal and the 
additional sign. 
A problem with the use of conflict data in this 
study was that a few drivers did not understand this 
type of signal. The number of conflicts may be low but 
several accidents may occur nevertheless. Accidents were 
caused by a few drivers who pulled into the path of 
an oncoming vehicle because they mistakenly believed 
they had the right of way. Left-turn conflicts caused 
by drivers who did not understand the signal would tend 
to be worse than other left-turn conflicts because the 
driver would not be aware of the danger from opposing 
vehicles. This problem also might be related to trafflc 
speeds. 
fA B L E  lbo SUMMARY O F  TR A F FI C  CON F L ICT DATA A FTER INSTA L L ATION 
O F  PERMISSIVE L E F T- T U R N  PHASING* 
FIRST 8 MONTHS AFTER INSTALLATION 
!BEFORE ADDITIONAL SIGNINGJ AFTER ADDITIONAL SI�NING:c<* 
CONFLICTS CONFLICTS 
PER lOO PER 100 
MAX lMUM LEFT-TURNS MAXIMUM LEFT-TURNS 
CONFLICTS CONFLICTS PLUS -(ONFLJCT5 CONFLICTS PlUS 
IN 1-HOUR PER 100 OPPOS lNG IN 1-HOUR PER 100 OPPOSING 
LDCA TID ill PERI DO LEFT-TURNS VEHIClES PERIOD LEFT-TURNS VEHICLES 
TATES CREEK ROAD IKY 19741 
.. 'GAINESWAY DRIVE 6 1.30 o.s6 8 1.39 0.54 
TAtES CREEK ROAD tKY 19741 
- NEW CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
l OUTER LOOP I 3 1.48 0.22 4 1.38 Q.30 
TATES CREEK ROAD (KY 1974! 
- NE� CIRCLE ROAD IKY 41 
I INNER LOOP) 0.,27 0 .. 06 0.16 o .. o3 
HARRODSBURG ROAD (US 681 
- NEW CIRCLE -ROAD IKY 41 9 2 .. 71 la35 7 1.29 0.65 
*LEFJ-TURN CONFLICTS 
**DATA TAKEN AFTER A00IT10NAL GROUND-MOUNTED SIGNS INSTALLED 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I .  Permissive left-turn phasing is used to some 
degree in nearly all states. 
2. A standard method of traffic control to be 
used with permissive phasing has not been developed. 
3. The use of permissive phasing at several 
locations in Lexington resulted in a 50-percent reduction 
in left-turn delay compared with exclusive phasing. Total 
intersection delay was also reduced (24 percent). 
4. A significant percentage of the left turns made 
after installation of the permissive phasing was made 
during the green-ball phase (37 percent). 
5. During heavy opposing-volume conditions, 
permissive phasing operates basically the same way as 
exclusive phasing. For opposing volumes over l ,000 
vehicles per hour on a four-larie street, very few left 
turns were made on the green ball. 
6. Permissive left-tum phasing did result in an 
increase in accidents because left4um accidents 
increased. Other accident types, such as rear-end 
accidents, did not change. The number of left-turn 
accidents decreased as drivers became more familiar with 
the signals. The number of nighttime accidents indicates 
a need for effective reflectorized signing. 
7. The accident data indicate that care should 
be taken before installation of permissive lef t-turn 
phasing at locations where the speed limit is over 45 
mph (20 m/s). 
8. The conflict analysis showed a large number 
of left-turn conflicts at the location whtch experienced 
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the high number of related accidents. The number of 
conflicts at this location decreased after several months 
due to drivers becoming familiar with the signal and 
installation of an additional warning sign. 
9. Questionnaire responses showed that over 90 
percent of the drivers in the area surrounding some of 
the trial installations were in favor of permissive left-turn 
phasing. 
10. Virtually IOU percent of the respondents 
indicated they understood the meaning of the signal 
indications in permissive phasing, although some did not 
understand the first time through the intersection. The 
respondents also indicated that more publicity is 
necessary. The high initial number of accidents also 
indicate that adequate advance publicity is required. 
I I .  Signing to advise motorists of the meaning of 
the permissive phasing is required. More than one sign 
may be necessary. 
12. An economic analysis showed that all but one 
of the locations with permissive phasing had benefit-cost 
ratios much higher than one when only the first year 
after installation was considered. The benefit-cost ratio 
of one intersection was slightly less than one due to 
high accident costs. The benefit-cost ratios should tend 
to increase in the following years because of the 
anticipated decrease in accidents. In fact, the 
benefit-cost ratio at the intersection with a ratio less 
than one increased to 1.25 when an additional 6 months 
of accident data were included in the analysis. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The savings in time favor additional use of 
permissive left-turn phasing; however, the increased 
accident potential limits its use to intersections where 
an accident problem would not be created, Specifically, 
this type of phasing should be considered at all new 
left-turn phasing locations. Also, some locations where 
exclusive left-turn phasing was once considered, but not 
installed because of increased delays anticipated, would 
now qualify for permissive-turn phasing inasmuch as the 
delays would not equal those associated with exclusive 
phasing. 
' 
Permissive left-turn phasing should not be limited 
to "T" intersections; however, roadway geometries 
must be considered to insure adequate sight distances, 
especially at locations where the speed limit is over 45 
mph (20 m/s). 
Signing should always be used. The signal 
indications and sequence used appeared satisfactory, 
Observations indicate that the arrangement of signal 
heads shown in Figure 7 in less confusing to lef t-turning 
traffic and, therefore, may lessen the accident problem. 
In that arrangement, a separate signal head for the 
left-turn lane is not used. 
Advance publicity should precede installations, 
particularly if the installation is the first of its type in 
an area. Confusion may decrease markedly with 
increased use throughout the state. 
As more of these signals are installed, further 
evaluations should be , conducted. This would involve 
accident and conflict studies to determine the types of 
locations at which the permissive left-turn phasing may 
be most beneficial, especially from the standpoint of 
alleviating the accident problem. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF FOUR TRIAL LOCATIONS 
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Figure AI.  Tates Creek Road (KY 1974)-Gainesway Drive Location. 
Figure A2. Tates Creek Road (KY 1974)-New Circle Road (KY 4) (Outer Loop) 
Location. 
25 
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Figure A3. Tates Creek Road (KY 1974)-New Circle Road (KY 4) (Inner Loop) 
Location. 
Figure A4. Harrodsburg Road (US 68)-New Circle Road (KY 4) Location. 
APPENDIX B 
SUMMARY OF DELAY STUDIES FOR 
INDIVIDUAL INTERSECTIONS 
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T A B L E  B l .  S U M M A R Y  OF D E L A Y  S T U D I E S  B E F ORE 
AND A F T E R  I N ST A L L A T I ON O F  
P F RM I S S I V E  L E F T - T U R N  P H A S I N G  
! T A T E S  C R E E K  ROAD - G A I N E S W AY 
D R I V E l  
A V E R A G E  D E L A �  
! S E C ONDS P E R  
V E H I C L E  I 
P E R C ENT 
B E F O R E  A FT E R  R EOUC TION 
L E FT- TURN D EL A Y  
ALL HOUR S 2 4 o 4  9 o 0  6 3  
P EA K  HOU R S  33 . 2  1 4 . 0  5 8  
NON-P E A K  HOUR S  1 9 . 6  5 . 6  71 
TOT A L  D E L A Y  
A L L  HOUR S 1 5 . 0  9 . 3  3 8  
P E A K  H O U R S  20 o l  l4 o 2  2 9  
NON- P E AK HOURS u . s 6 . 5 4 5  
O P P O S I NG-VOLUME 
D E L A Y  
ALL HOUR S 2 0 o 8  1 4 . 8  2 9  
P E A K  HOURS 2 5 . 4  l 8 o 4 2 8  
NON- P E A K  HOU R S  1 9 . 8  1 4 o l  2 9  
S I D E S T R E E T  AND 
OTHE R  VOLUME 
D E LAY 
A L L  HOUR S a . s  6 . 6 2 2  
P E A K  HOUR& ll o 4  9 . 9  1 3  
NON-P E A K  HOURS 6 . 6  4 . 6  3 0  
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T A B L E  B2 . S U M M A R Y  OF D E L A Y  S TU D I E S  B E F O R E  
A N D  A F T E R  I N ST A L L A T I ON O F  
P E R M I S S I V E L E F T - T U R N  P HA S I N G  
! T A T E S  C R E E K  R O A D  - N E W  C I R C L E  
R O A D  ! G U i E R  L OD P l l  
A V E R A G E  D E L A Y 
! S E C O N D S  P E R  
V EH I·C L E l  
P E RC ENT 
� E F O R E  A F T E R  R EDUC T I O N  
L E F T- TURN D EL A Y  
A L L  H O U R S 2 5 . 8  
P EA K  H O U R S  3 2 o 4  
NON-P E A K  H O U R S  2 2 . 5  
T O T A L  D E LAY 
A L L  H O U R S  1 1 . 5  
P E A K  H O U R S  l 6 o 4  
NON - P E A K  HOU R S  8 o 4  
O P PO S I NG- V O L UME 
D E L A Y  
A L L  H O U R S  1 5 . 6  
P E A K  H O U R S  2 5 . 8  
N O N - P E A K  H O U R S  1 0 . 9  
S I D E S TR EE T  AND 
OTHER V O L U M E  
D E L A Y  
A L L  H O U R S  7 e l  
P E A K  HOURS l O o b  
N O N - P E A K  HOU R S  4 o b  
l4o 0 
l 9o l  
ll o 4  
u .  3 
1 8 . 1  
bo b 
10 . 0  
l 4o 1 
7 . 9  
4 6  
4 1  
4 9  
2 
- 1 0  
2 1  
3 6  
45 
2 8  
- 6 5  
- 8 0 
- 2 2  
T A BL E  B 3 .  S U M M A R Y  O F  D E L A Y  S TU D I E S  B E F O R E  
AND A F T E R  I N ST A L L A T I ON O F  
P E R M I S S I V E L E F T-TURN P HA S I N G  
! T A T E S  C R E E K  R O A D  - N E W  C I R CL E  
R O A D  I I N N E R  L OO P i l  
A V E R A G E  D ELAY 
! S E C ON D S  P E R  
V EH I C L E  I 
P E RC ENT 
B E F O R E  A FT E R  R E DUC TION 
L E FT- TURN D E L AY 
A L L  HOUR S 2 7 . 1  l 6 o 3  4 0  
P E A K  HOU R S  3 8 . 7  2 4 . 7  3 6  
NON-P E A K  HOUR S 20 . 7  1 0 . 8  4 8  
TOTAL D E LA Y  
A l l  HOUR S 1 2 . 2  11 . 3 7 
P E A K  H O U R S  l 8 o 5  16 . 0  1 4  
NON - P E A K  H O U R S  8 . 6  8 . 5  1 
O P P O S I NG-VO L UM E  
D EL A Y  
A L L  H O U R S  1 6 . 5  1 8  · 4  - 1 2  
P E A K  HOURS 2 3 . 0 2 3 . 0  0 
NON-P E A K  H O U R S  1 2  . z  1 5 . 4 - 2 6  
S I D E S T R E E T  AND 
OTHER V O L U M E  
D E L A Y  
A ll  HOUR S 7 . 6  6 . 8  l l  
P E A K  H O U R S  1 2  o 5  u . z  1 0  
N O N - P E A K  HOURS 5 o l  4 . ,5 1 2  
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T A B L E  B 4 o  Sll M M A R Y  OF D E L A Y  S TU D I E S  B E FO R E  
A N D  A F T E R  I N ST A LL A T I O N  O F  
P E R M I S S I V E L E F T-TURN P HA S I N G  
! HA R RO D S BURG ROAD - N E W  C I R CL E 
R O A D  I 
L E FT- TURN DELAY 
AL L HOURS 
P E A K  HOURS 
NON - P E-AK HOURS 
TOTAL DELAY 
ALL HOUR S 
PEAK HOURS 
NON-P EAK HOURS 
OPPO S I NG- VOL UME 
D ELAY 
ALL HOUR S 
P E A K  HOURS 
NON- P E A K  HOURS 
S I DESTREET AND 
OTHE VO LUME 
D E L A Y  
.ALL HO URS 
P E.AK HOURS 
NON-P EAK HOURS 
AVERAG E  D EL AY 
I S E CONOS P E R  
\IEH ICI,. E  I 
P E RC E NT 
B EF ORE A FT ER R E OUC TIO III 
2 7 . 1  
2 6 o 0  
2 7  .• 8 
n . 1  
2 0 . 6  
1 5 . 8  
22 . 5  
3 1 · 3  
1 7  • .  3 
11 .• 7 
l 4 o 2  
9 o 8  
1 4 . 5  
2 4 . 6  
9 o 3 
u . s  
1 7  . •  7 
u . 2  
1 6 . 4  
l 8 o l  
· 1 5 o 4 
1 2 . 2  
2 1 . 9 
7 . 0  
46 
5 
67 
2 2  
1 4  
2 9  
2 7  
4 2  
11 
- 4  
- 5 4  
2 9  
APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND COVER LEITER 
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CALVIN G. G RAYSON 
SECRETARY 
Dear Driver: 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Division of Research 
533 South Limestone 
Lexington, KY 40508 January 1 978 
JULIAN M. CARROLL 
GOVERNOR 
The Kentucky Department of Transportation recently installed new left-turn 
signalization at the intersections of Tates Creek Road and Gainesway Drive and Tates 
Creek Road and New Circle Road. While this type ot left-turn signalization is new to 
Lexington, it has been used regularly in several other states. The objective of this type 
of signal is to reduce motorist delay. This is achieved by permitting left turns while the 
signal is green for Tates Creek traffic. However, confusion could arise if drivers do not 
understand the meaning of the signals. 
Therefore, we are conducting this survey in the immediate area of the signals to 
obtain information from the motorists who use the intersections regularly. Enclosed is 
a brief questionnaire which we request that you complete and return in the enclosed, 
pre-addressed, pre-stamped envelope. By retu rning the questionnaire, you will provide 
valuable input for the future of this type of signal. Please notice that the questionnaire 
is completely anonymous. The questionnaire is for research purposes only. Only a limited 
number of questionnaires have been distributed, so it is important that everyone return 
their questionnaire. 
Thank you very much for your assistance. 
KRA/sh 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Kenneth R. Agent 
Research Engineer 
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NEW LEFT-TURN SIGNALIZATION ON TATES CREEK ROAD 
I .  Do you understand the meaning of  the signal indications? 
Yes 
No 
2. Did you understand the meaning of the signal indications the first thne through the intersection? 
Yes 
No 
3. How many times a week do you make a left turn through these intersections? 
4. Have you seen publicity about the signals in Lexington newspapers? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, did the newspaper articles provide useful information? 
Yes 
No 
5. Do you believe the signals have been effective in reducing intersection delay, particularly left-turn 
delay? 
Yes 
No 
6. Do you believe the signals have created a hazard? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, have you been involved in a near-miss accident involving a left turn at any of the intersections? 
Yes 
No 
7. Do you believe that the sign placed next to the signal indication is necessary? This sign states 
that a left-turning vehicle must yield on a green ball. 
Yes 
No 
8. Please rate your overall opinion of this type of left-turn signal. 
In Favor 
Neutral 
Against 
9. Had you previously been exposed to this type of left-turn signal in other parts of the country? 
Yes 
No 
10. We would be interested in any comments or suggestions you might have concerning these signals. 
